Used Across the Enterprise, From Field Operations to the CEO’s Office

P2’s Reporting and Analytics solution, Carte, enables customers to visualize, graph and analyze production data, by a single well, field, or across all your assets. It enables you and your teams to monitor and analyze allocated data against daily and monthly production targets. With flexible reporting capabilities, end-users can easily create their own graphs and tables with any groupings or information they need.

Collaboration & Imagination

Built-in collaboration features allow you to share information in many ways including but not limited to: graphical annotations, shared views and graphs, exports to Excel, and links that can be emailed. Flexible calculations, comparison tools, favorites, and client defined data means you are only limited by your imagination in how Carte can help your company optimize access to your production data for faster analysis and decisions.

Why Carte Reporting & Analytics

• Built to understand production data out of the box
• Integrated with ProCount and 3rd party databases
• Fast adoption across all skill levels
• Unlimited navigators based on client defined groupings or logical attributes
• Hierarchies can be seven levels deep from the company down to the well
• Exceptionally responsive user interface

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@P2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.
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